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L$A &  Loc)heed $artin Aerospace 

LaRC &  Langley Research Center 
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$:R &  $ars :;ploration Ro<er 

=ASA &  =ational Aeronautics and Space Administration 

@AS  &  @hermal Arotection System 

B &  dynamic pressure 
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@he $ars :;ploration Ro<er ($:R) missionGs HSpiritI and HJpportunityI ro<ers successfully landed 

on Kanuary Lth and "Mth of "NNLO respecti<ely. @he Landers Qere targeted to the eBuatorial region of $ars 

Qith HSpiritI landing in Ruse< crater (SL.MTU SO S7M.WU :) and HJpportunityI landing in $eridiani Alanum 

(S.TXUSO M.TLUY). :ach Lander carried a ro<er to e;plore the surface of $ars ma)ing inCsitu measurements. 

Reference S gi<es an o<er<ieQ of the $:R mission. 

@he ro<ers Qere deli<ered to the surface utiliZing the same entryO descentO and landing (:[L) scenario 

that Qas de<eloped and successfully implemented by $ars Aathfinder ($AF).
"
 @he capsules decelerated 

Qith the aid of an aeroshellO a supersonic parachuteO retroroc)etsO and air bags for safely landing on the 

surface. @he $:R :[L seBuence is illustrated in Fig S. Reference W gi<es a description of the $:R :[L 

system. 

 

Figure 0  12% 2ntry6 Descent6 and ;anding <e=uence 

@he $:R capsules entered $arsG atmosphere directly from their interplanetary transfer tra^ectories 

Qith inertial entry <elocities of M.6W )m/s for HSpiritI and M.7N )m/s for HJpportunity.I @he nominal inerC

tial entry flightCpath angle selected for both Qas CSS.M deg. aypersonic deceleration Qas accomplished utilC

iZing an aeroshell. @he $:R aeroshell is based on the $AF design Qith only minor changes to increase 
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inside (olume -Fig. 12.
4
 4he aeroshell 

consisted of a forebody heatshield and 

an aftbody bac=shell. 4he forebody 

shape is a ?i=ing heritage @A deg halfB

angle sphere cone. 4he body CBaxis is 

along the axis of symmetry pointing 

along the (elocity (ector. 

A photograph of the spacecraft is 

shoFn in Fig. 3. 4he entry (ehicleG 

shoFn attached to the interplanetary 

cruise busG is composed of the bac=B

shell -Fhite2 and the heatshield 

-broFn2. A thermal blan=et is partially 

installed o(er the heatshield. 

Upon Mars arri(alG the capsules 

-spinning at 1 rpm2 Fere separated 

from the cruise stages J5 minutes prior 

to atmospheric entry. 4he capsules 

ha(e no acti(e guidance or control 

systemsG so the spin maintains the inerB

tial attitude -targeted nominally for 

Cero angleBofBattac= at atmospheric 

interface2 during coast. 4hroughout the 

atmospheric entryG the passi(e capB

sules rely solely on aerodynamic staB

bility for performing a controlled deB

scent through all aerodynamic flight 

regimes -free molecularG transitionalG 

hypersonicBcontinuumG and superB

sonicBcontinuum2 until parachute deB

ployment at M L J.M. 4he capsules 

must possess sufficient aerodynamic 

stability to minimiCe any angleBofB

attac= excursions during the se(ere 

heating en(ironment. AdditionallyG 

this stability must persist through the 

supersonic regime to maintain a conB

trolled attitude at parachute deployB

ment. References 5B@ pro(ide a deB

tailed description of the MER traPectory analysis and capsule aerodynamics that Fas performed during the 

design phase. 

QostBentry reconstruction of the capsule attitude using telemetry data re(ealed that the angleBofBattac= 

experienced by both capsules during the hypersonic phase Fere much greater than that predicted. 4hough 

the oscillations had no detrimental influence on the success of the MER missionsG the 1AA@ Qhoenix proPect 

decided further exploration of the anomalies Fould be prudent. An in depth analysis Fas initiated to -J2 

(alidate the telemetry dataG and -12 use the (alidated data to attempt to identify the source of the anomalies. 

4his paper describes the analysis that Fas performed and offers an explanation of the cause of the anomaB

lous attitude beha(ior for the RSpportunityT entry. A suggestion is put forth that a similar e(ent occurred 

for the RSpiritT entry as Fell. 

 

"#$%&' (  )*+ *,-&. /'&012'33 40,5#$%&6-#0, 

7633 8#9',1#0,1 #, 9'-'&1:  
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ATTITUDE RECONSTRUCTION DURING OPERATIONS 

#$$ediately after landing, reconstruction of t5e capsule attitude during t5e 5ypersonic p5ase for 7ot5 

entries 8as perfor$ed using tele$etry data o7tained fro$ an inertial $easure$ent unit 9#M;<. >ot5 accel?

ero$eter and gyro data 8ere a@aila7le to calculate t5e angle?of?attacA eBperienced 7y 7ot5 capsules during 

t5e entries. C8o different $et5ods 8ere used to reconstruct t5e angle?of?attacA. Dne $et5od only used t5e 

quaternions, and co$pared t5e @e5icle orientation 8it5 t5e @elocity along t5e reference traFectory. C5e sec?

ond $et5od used acceleration ratios and t5e aerodyna$ic data7ase. >ot5 $et5ods ga@e consistent results. 

Figures " and H s5o8 t5e esti$ated reconstructed capsule total angle?of?attacA 9!C<, 7ased on t5e quater?

nion $et5od, for IJpiritK and IDpportunityK fro$ entry interface at 12H A$ altitude to parac5ute deploy?

$ent. 

Ns seen, in t5e early part of t5e en?

try, 7ot5 capsules eB5i7it larger angles?

of?attacA t5an t5e pre?entry prediction 

of a fe8 degrees. Oo8e@er, as 7ot5 de?

scents continued to8ards parac5ute 

deploy$ent, $uc5 greater angles?of?

attacA are o7ser@ed t5an predicted. For 

IJpiritK, t5e large eBcursion in total 

angle?of?attacA started at 1PQ s after 

entry 9corresponding to Mac5 R< and 

gre8 to an !C of approBi$ately S deg. 

For IDpportunityK, t5e eBcursion in 

total angle?of?attacA started $uc5 ear?

lier at 1TQ s 9corresponding to Mac5 1"< 

and gre8 to an !C of approBi$ately U 

deg. #n addition to t5e 7asic concern 

a7out capsule aerodyna$ics and sta7il?

ity, t5ere 8as a require$ent t5at t5e 

capsule angle?of?attacA 7e less t5an 1T 

degrees at t5e ti$e of parac5ute de?

ploy$ent.  

Early in t5e descent, 7ot5 capsules 

5a@e a larger tri$ angle?of?attacA t5an 

predictedW a s5ift in t5e tri$ angle?of?

attacA fro$ t5e predicted 1 deg to 2 deg 

is o7ser@ed. Nfter t5e predicted static 

insta7ility at 12H s, 85ic5 increases t5e 

!C of 7ot5 capsule 9see Refs. H and R for 

an eBplanation of t5e static insta7ility<, 

t5e tri$ angle?of?attacA for IJpiritK 

reduces to t5e predicted @alue 7efore 

gro8ing to large attitudes starting at 

1PQ s. Oo8e@er, in t5e case of IDppor?

tunityK, t5e capsule tri$ angle?of?attacA 

increases to T.H to " degrees and $ain?

tains t5is @alue until parac5ute deploy?

$ent at a7out 2HQ s. 

 

Figure 4  Reconstructed “Spirit” 

 Total Angle-of-Attack History 

 

 

Figure 5  Reconstructed “Opportunity”  

Total Angle-of-Attack History 
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#his attitude excursion in the 12pirit4 and 15pportunity4 entries 7as unexpected for a shape that is 

9ery 7ell understood in terms of its aerodynamic properties <see Refs. 5 and 6@. In addition, for Mars Path-

finder, the pre-entry attitude and aerodynamic predictions compared 9ery 7ell to the post-entry reconstruc-

tion.
2,8

 HonseIuently, this anomalous attitude beha9ior for MER 7as a surprise, and thus, an effort 7as 

undertaken to determine if a cause could be identified. #hrough this in9estigation, a hypothesis is put forth 

that explains this anomalous attitude beha9ior. Narious sources <e.g. 7inds, 9ehicle distortion@ 7ere con-

sidered, but no definiti9e source could be identified other than the explanation proposed in this paper. 

THE SUSPECT 

When the report of anomalous attitude beha9ior during the first MER entry <12pirit4@ 7as recei9ed, a 

primary suspect 7as the Hruise #hermal Planket, sho7n partially installed in Qig. 3. MER utiliSed acti9e 

cooling 7hich transferred excess heat out of the aeroshell interior and reTected it through the cruise stage 

7hich 7as sun facing. Pecause of this preferential heat flo7, the anti-sun7ard heatshield could get 9ery 

cold. Hence an external blanket 7as reIuired that co9ered the heatshield like a sho7er-cap. #he thermal 

blanket assembly 7as designed to burn off approximately 30 s after entry interface at a heat flux of 3 

W/cm.
2
 If the angle-of-attack di9ergence 7as in some 7ay due to the MER thermal blanket assembly, the 

2007 Phoenix proTect 7ould be able to retire the issue. #hat spacecraft has no such external de9ice, since it 

reTects heat through the heatshield to keep itself 7arm.  

#he MER exterior thermal blanket 7as a single sheet of Mylar based on a similar design for Mars 

Pathfinder. Although the blanket 7as thin, the anchoring material to 7hich it bonded 7as more robust. #his 

material 7as a 1.5 inch 7ide band called a 1keeper strip4 and circled the region of the heatshield Tust past 

the max diameter on the afterbody side. #he strip, seen as the shiny band in Qig. 3, 7as secured to the heat-

shield by straps of similar construction that crossed into the interior under the main seals. #his band 7as the 

subTect of some discussion prior to launch because there 7as concern that it could sur9i9e long enough 

through entry to present a destabiliSing aerodynamic surface for the spinning 9ehicle. Ho7e9er, since the 

design 7as based on the 9ery successful Pathfinder heritage design, the proTect elected to retain it.  

GATHERING EVIDENCE -POST FIGHT ANALYSIS TO IDENTIFY THE 

SOURCE OF THE ANOMALY 

Each 9ehicle had 2 IMUs operational during most of the entry phase. #here 7as an IMU on the ro9er 

and an IMU on the backshell. #here 7ere also t7o data sets a9ailable from each 9ehicle during entry. Ra7 

IMU data 7ere sa9ed on the 9ehicle spanning 90 s after entry interface through landing. #hese data consist 

of three accelerometer !N]s and three rate gyro deri9ed change in orientation angles. #he data 7ere in 

three orthogonal directions at 8 samples per second. #he second set of data started at bus separation, 15 

minutes from entry, and continued to landing. #hese data had been processed on board and used for mis-

sion seIuencing. 5nboard processing included corrections for the distance from the center of mass to the 

IMU and Iuaternion corrections for IMU misalignment. Ha9ing t7o IMUs on each 9ehicle permitted de-

termination of relati9e biases, scale factors and misalignments. HonseIuently, biases, misalignments, g-

sensiti9ity, and other properties of the IMU]s 7ere determined and corrected to the extent possible. A dis-

crepancy bet7een on board and post-flight corrections for the accelerometers being located off the center of 

mass has not been resol9ed. #he difference is periodic and has little or no influence on the results to be 

presented. None of the corrections significantly changed the results sho7n in Qigs. 4 and 5. #he data 7ere 

considered 9alidated for the purpose of the study.  
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Recovery of Aerodynamic Moments 

The aerodynamic moments acting on the capsule were calculated based on Euler’s equations for rigid 

body dynamics: 

)()()()( 22

zyyzzyyyzzyxzxzzxyxyxxxx IIIIIIM !!!!!!!!!!! """++"""= &&&  (1) 

 

)()()()( 22

xzxzxzzzxxzyxxyxyzyzyyyy IIIwIIIM !!!!!!!!!! """++"""= &&&  (2) 

 

)()()()( 22

yxxyyxxxyyxzyyzyzxxzzzzz IIIIIIM !!!!!!!!!!! """++"""= &&&  (3) 

 

Angular rates (!) were calculated from the gyro data and angular acceleration (! dot) were derived using a 

five point derivative of !. Moments of inertia (Ixx, Iyy, etc...) were based on pre-flight estimates. The domi-

nant term in determining the moments is the first term so that the moments are essentially due to the angu-

lar acceleration. Raw gyro data, that started 90 s after entry, were used for this analysis since these data 

were the purest measurements and were not subject to onboard processing.   

 

Figure 6 shows the resulting aerodynamic torques for “Spirit”. The magenta line is a 2 s running aver-

age. Maximum dynamic pressure occurred at approximately 130 s. From this figure, Mx remains small as 

expected until around 190 s. Meanwhile, there is an unexpected linear increase in My. After about 170 s the 

torque about the z-axis is nearly zero, but earlier there is considerable rapid variation (recall the vehicle 

rotates every 30 s) suggesting a small but varying asymmetry. Similar results for “Opportunity” are shown 

in Fig. 7. The perturbing torque causes the vehicle oscillation to rapidly increase immediately after maxi-

mum dynamic pressure in both x and y directions. The z torque is smoother than for “Spirit”.  

 
Figure 6  “Spirit” Aerodynamic Torques Derived from Gyro Rate Data 
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Figure 7  “Opportunity” Aerodynamic Torques Derived from Gyro Rate Data 

If the vehicle was symmetrical about the z axis, rigid body oscillations would appear to be similar to a 

two dimensional lightly forced, harmonic oscillator. A Mx vs. My plot would provide slowly varying ellipti-

cal traces. Animations were made of the x-y torques throughout the entry phase and some deviations from 

this expected motion were observed. Figures 8 and 9 show some traces for “Spirit” and “Opportunity”. The 

numbers below each frame are the time interval covered by each plot. An elliptical shape was fit to a run-

ning subset of the data to study the phase and amplitude variation. The red lines show the locus of the cen-

ters of the ellipses. For ”Spirit”, up to 160 s, the torques are small and the orientation or phase varies sub-

stantially. From 160-175 s, My is now dominating and at the latter times the contour is slightly concave as 

the trace moves from upper right to lower left with increasing time. During the next 25 s, the asymmetry of 

the trace is still apparent. The traces differ between 10 to 20 N-m from symmetry. During the last 50 s, the 

amplitudes are so large that it is difficult to see if the asymmetry still exist. Because the data sample rate is 

so large compared to the oscillation period, it is difficult to definitively state that this behavior is represen-

tative of a body fixed perturbation to the symmetry of the vehicle. For “Opportunity”, the situation is much 

clearer. 

Figure 9 shows the Mx-My traces for “Opportunity”. Like “Spirit”, the torques are small and the phase 

nearly random up to maximum q at 130 s. During the next 10 s the amplitude rapidly increases and there is 

a clear persistent torque deficiency along the negative My axis. After 4-5 oscillations, this anomaly is either 

gone or too small to see. The signal here is sufficiently large to quantify. 
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Figure 8  “Spirit” Mx vs. My Torque Traces 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9  ”Opportunity” Mx vs. My Torque Traces 
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The approach to estimating the perturbation is to model the moment variation as 

  M(t) = a + bt + (c + dt + et2 )cos!t + (f + gt + ht2 )sin!t  

where a through h are constants to be estimated from the data. From Fig. 7, the amplitude of the oscillations 

are clearly varying with time, hence the quadratic coefficients of the trigonometric functions. The fre-

quency in the argument of these functions is modeled as being proportional to the square root of q in recog-

nition that the decreasing dynamic pressure will reduce the frequency of the oscillation. Clearly seen from 

the figure, the average over a number of cycles should be nearly zero for both moments; the coefficients 

“a” and “b” are included to absorb aliasing due to data interval selection.  

Figure 10 shows the torques from 129.6 through 140 s past entry. The last (outer) loop is the expected 

elliptical shape. The remaining inner loops show portions where the contour in concave outward, an unex-

pected phenomenon for a stable, symmetric body at small angles-of-attack. Each loop was divided into a 

part where the data points appeared to lie on an ellipse (+) and the remaining part (*) from which residuals 

will be calculated to model the perturbing torque.  

 

Figure 10  “Opportunity” Mx-My Trace from 129.6 to 140 s Past Entry 

The upper panels in Fig. 11 show the Mx and My data sets and the model fit to the data points indi-

cated by the "+" symbol. The lower panels show the residuals. For the first three cycles, the Mx residual 

signal peak averages about 35 N-m. In the My residuals, there is some suggestion of an increasing signal at 

the same times as the Mx signals. "Noise" for both sets of residuals appears to be about 5 N-m. Transfer-

ring a single data point into or out of the solution set can change the My residuals more than the noise level, 

but leaves the Mx residuals essentially the same.  



 "#

 

Figure 11  )*pportunity0 1east 45uare 4olution and 8esiduals 

 

Figure 12  0*pportunity0 :oments and 8esiduals <or =ime <rom 1>> to 1>?.2 s 
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With just the +uadratic coefficients of the trigonometric functions only three cycles could be modeled, 

conse+uently a second solution was obtained using only the data from cycles 3 and 4. This process also 

provided a redundant solution for cycle 3. The solution and residuals for the second fit are shown in Figure 

12. Peak 3 had a magnitude of 37 in Figure 11 and 41 in Figure 12. The fourth peak is consistent with the 

others with a value of 30 N-m.  

Of course, interest exists to determine if tor+ues of this nature could result in a simulation that more 

closely resembled the mission data. To accomplish this, a parameterization of the model must be devel-

oped. Figure 13 shows the variation of the residuals in Mx vs. angle-of-attack. The angle-of-attack was 

derived using accelerometer ratios and the aerodynamic database. Each curve has a MNM followed by a MNM 

which is the direction of time. Clearly, the tor+ue is not systematic. More or less, the persistent properties 

are  

1. a linear increase in tor+ue from 0 to 35 N-m as angle-of-attack increases from –2 to R2 deg  

2. a sudden drop to near zero tor+ue when the angle-of-attack starts to decrease 

 

 

"igure ()  M+ Residuals 1s2 M3 Residuals for 6imes from (892: to ()<2= s 
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The physical basis for such a model 

has not been discovered. Nevertheless, 

this model was the first one proposed, 

and, without tuning, resulted in the 

simulation shown in Fig. 14. The pre-

entry simulation and flight data recon-

structed total angle-of-attack from Fig. 

5 are repeated. The extracted torque 

model provides a reasonable agree-

ment with the reconstructed profile. 

!A#$%R'(! %*'+%(,% - 

$%A#.$'%/+ '(0.'#1 

'(.2%,# 31.#'4',A#'5(  

The following sections address the 

search for physical evidence of the 

torque anomaly on the surface of 

Mars. Although the MER aeroshells 

clearly did their Hob successfully dur-

ing the EDL phases, there was no 

aeroshell instrumentation to indicate how well they performed. This issue is an important consideration, 

because of the difficulties in predicting entry heating and thermal protection system (TPS) material re-

sponse. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has come a long way in its ability to predict heating, but is 

still an analytic-based approach with very limited entry measurements for confirmation. Similarly, the TPS 

response is mainly based on ground testing in arcHets. Mars Pathfinder was the only Mars entry heatshield 

that included in-depth thermocouples to confirm temperature performance. Without this vital instrumenta-

tion, the only means of assessing TPS behavior is with post-test or post-flight inspections. This need for 

post-entry confirmation, coupled with the anomalous attitude behavior, heightened the interest in using the 

MER rovers for aeroshell inspections.  

Post-landing pictures by “Opportunity” quickly showed that both the heatshield and backshell were 

relatively near to the landing site. Because of the roverUs traverse capabilities and the unique opportunity to 

inspect the heatshield, a proposal was brought forward for the followingV 

1) In-situ inspection of the aeroshell TPS and seals for clues as to the heating and material response per-

formance during entry. 

2) Physical clues for the anomalous attitude behavior during entry. 

Certainly, the primary goal of the “Opportunity” rover was the science that it had been sent to gatherX 

however, both the Principal Investigator, Steve Squires, as well as Jet Propulsion Laboratory management 

encouraged development of inspection strategies. Because “Opportunity” roverUs planned traverse path 

took it in the general direction of the heatshield remnants, more detailed inspection goals were solicited in 

May 2004. These strategies were coalesced into an operational observation campaign that was allocated for 

the end of 2004 after “Opportunity” emerged from its investigation of Endurance crater. 
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!ATHER'N! E*'DENCE - .OPPORT1N'T23 !RO1ND OBSER*AT'ON 

CAMPA'!N  

$%e %eats%*eld o.ser0at*on ca3pa*5n .e5an *n earnest on 6ec "78 9::; <%en =>pportun*t@A <as #: 3 

a<a@ fro3 t%e %eats%*eld de.r*s re3nants CD*5E "FGE Ht t%*s d*stance8 *t <as apparent t%at t%e %eats%*eld 

.roke apart after t%e "J: 3p% *3pact <*t% t%e surface of Kars8 and resulted *n t<o 3aLor 5roups on t%e 

surfaceE $%ese re3nants <ere des*5nated t%e Ka*n M*ece Cleft *n *3a5eG and Dlank M*eces Cr*5%t *n *3a5eGE 

$o t%e r*5%t of t%e re3nants *s t%e c*rcular *3press*on of t%e *n*t*al *3pact <*t% t%e surfaceE $%e Ka*n M*ece 

*s actuall@ a collect*on of # p*eces st*ll loosel@ %eld to5et%er8 for3*n5 an *n0erted tent on t%e Kart*an surN

face <*t% t%e <%*teNcolored *nternal t%er3al .lanket no< on t%e topNs*de and t%e $MS on t%e .otto3E $%ese 

p*eces spl*t apart alon5 t%e or*5*nal 3anufactur*n5 5ore sect*onsE $%e Dlank M*ece collect*on *s 3ade up of 

four p*eces8 no< 5enerall@ separatedE S*nce closeNup $MS *3a5*n5 Ct%e pr*3ar@ 5oal of t%e ePerc*seG <as 

assured8 t%e Dlank M*ece <as *nspected f*rst <*t% a tra0erse t%at took =>pportun*t@A Lust sout% of t%e de.r*sE 

QloseNup *3a5es of t%e $MS <ere undertaken alon5 <*t% 5eneral sur0e@s fro3 se0eral locat*ons CD*5E "7GE 

$%e $MS <as t%e f*rst t%*n5 to %*t t%e 5round and so t%e fa*rl@ fra5*le c%ar la@er t%at *s for3ed *n t%e nor3al 

a.lat*on process <as .adl@ da3a5edE $%*s outco3e 3akes t%e *nterpretat*on of aerot%er3al en0*ron3ents 

and $MS perfor3ance d*ff*cultR %o<e0er8 t%e 5eneral appearance <as <*t%*n ePpectat*onsE $%e ed5es of t%e 

%eats%*eld p*eces <ere 0er@ clean ePcept for t%e s3all re3nant ta.s of alu3*n*Sed K@lar used to anc%or t%e 

cru*se t%er3al .lanketE  

 

Figure 15  Heatshield Remnants (left to right) Main Piece, Flank Pieces, 'mpact Divot 

 

Figure 16  Heatshield Remnants, Flank Piece collection from South Point 
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Figure ()  *eatshield Remnants4 Main 6iece Collection from North 6oint 

 “Opportunity” then proceeded to 

the heatshield Main Piece that was more 

intact and presented the interior com-

posite facesheets in a northerly direc-

tion. When “Opportunity” reached an 

observational standoff distance, the 

survey images that were telemetered to 

Earth revealed a significant remnant of 

the thermal blanket’s keeper strip still 

attached to the vehicle (Figs. 17 and 

18). This inspection also revealed clean 

edge surfaces in all other areas visible, 

except for the ubiquitous Mylar strap 

ends. The inspection also confirmed 

nominal entry hardware status. The 

main seal used to close the gap between 

heatshield and backshell was intact and 

clean, showing no signs of hot gas 

blowby. The interior composite face-

sheets, although broken up by the vio-

lent impact event, showed no signs of 

thermal distress. All these signs, plus 

the pristine condition of the exposed 

interior thermal blanket, confirmed the 

nominal entry performance of the heat-

shield. 

 

Figure (<  Main *eatshield Collection4 

 Thermal >lan?et Remnants 
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!NTERPRET!NG THE PH*S!CA. E/!DENCE 1 2EEPER STR!P 

AER3D*NAM!CS EFFECTS 

$ %&'()*+* ,-./*0 &1 +2* 2*3+,24*)5 %&'(&6*6+, &6 +2* ,-.13%* &1 73., 3))&8*5 3 .*%&6,+.-%+4&6 &1 +2* 

2*3+,24*)5 9:4;< "=>< ?24, '3( %&614.'*5 3)) &1 +2* '3@&. (4*%*, &1 +2* 2*3+,24*)5 46 +2* 5*A.4, 14*)5 3, 8*)) 

3, +2*4. &.4;463) )&%3+4&6,< ?2* &6)0 (4*%* +23+ 3((*3.*5 +& A* '4,,46; 83, +2* "<B 1&&+ %4.%-)3. 6&,* (4*%* 

+23+ 1&.'*5 +2* 2-A 1.&' 824%2 +2* (4*C,23(*5 ,+.-%+-.3) (4*%*, &.4;463))0 .3543+*5< ?24, (4*%* 3((*3., +& 

A* )046; "# ' D&.+2*3,+ &1 +2* '346 5*A.4,< $)+2&-;2 6&+ 46,(*%+*5 %)&,* -(E +24, (4*%* 4, 3A&-+ +2* .4;2+ 

,23(* 365 ,4F* 365 4, +2* &6)0 '4,,46; (4*%*< ?2* 2*3+,24*)5 .*3,,*'A)0 '3( 3))&8*5 3%%-.3+* ()3%46; &1 

+2* +2*.'3) ,+.4( 46 +2* /*24%)* %&&.5463+* ,0,+*'< ?2* +2*.'3) ,+.4( 4, %*6+*.*5 G"HI 5*; 1.&' +2* JK 3L4, 

46 +2* /*24%)* %&&.5463+* ,0,+*'< ?24, (4*%* 4, +2* &6)0 .*'636+ M**(*. ,+.4( /4,4A)*N 46,(*%+4&6 &1 3)) &1 +2* 

2*3+,24*)5 *5;*, ,2&8*5 6& ,4;6, &1 1-.+2*. ,+.4(,E +2&-;2 +2* *5;* .*;4&6 1&. +2* ,&-+2*.6'&,+ (4*%* 9OBB> 

&1 +2* '346 5*A.4, 4, .*,+46; &6 +2* ,-.13%* 365 (3.+43))0 2455*6< ?2* M**(*. ,+.4( 4, (.*,*6+)0 A.&P*6 46 

,*/*.3) ()3%*,< ?24, .*,-)+ /*.0 )4P*)0 23((*6*5 5-.46; +2* /4&)*6+ ;.&-65 4'(3%+ */*6+< ?2* ,'3)) 36%2&. 

+3A, 3.* 6&+ 3 %&6%*.6 A*%3-,* &1 +2*4. ,'3)) ,4F* 365 ,0''*+.4% 54,+.4A-+4&6 3.&-65 +2* /*24%)* .4'< ?2*0 

8&-)5 3),& A* *L(*%+*5 +& 1)4( A3%P 46 +2* (.*,*6%* &1 +2* 1)&8 365 6&+ A* 3A)* +& *L*.+ 360 ,4;6414%36+ 

3*.&5063'4%C,%&&( *11*%+<  

 

Figure 19  =3pportunityC Heatshield Reassembly Map 

?2* ,4F* &1 +2* M**(*. ,+.4( &6 +2* ,-.13%* 4, *,+4'3+*5 +& A* 3((.&L4'3+*)0 HQ L "<# 46 9#R L B %'>< 

S*%3-,* +2* ,+.4( ,(36, B 36%2&.46; ,+.3(,E 4+, 1.** '&+4&6 4, (3.+43))0 %&6,+.346*5< ?2* *5;* %)&,*,+ +& +2* 

2*3+,24*)5 1&.*A&50 %36 )41+ -( 1.&' +2* ,-.13%* &1 +2* 2*3+,24*)5E A-+ 4, (.*/*6+*5 1.&' 1)4((46; &/*. A0 +2* 

+8& *65(&46+ 36%2&.,< ?2-,E +2* M**(*. ,+.4( 3%+, )4P* 36 3*.&5063'4% ,%&&( 9:4;< HT>< ?24, ,4+-3+4&6 4, 

-61&.+-63+*E A*%3-,* +2* ,+.4( +.3(, 3 ,'3)) (&.+4&6 &1 +2* 1)&8 ,(4))46; &/*. +2* 2*3+,24*)5 '3L4'-' 54C

3'*+*.E 365 +2*6 3%+, 3, 3 5.3; +3A +23+ -(,*+, +2* /*24%)* 3*.&5063'4% ,0''*+.0< ?2* ,(4))&/*. 1)&8 4, 

,+.&6;*,+ 82*6 +2* M**(*. ,+.4( 4, &6 +2* 846583.5 ,45* &1 +2* /*24%)*U, 36;)*C&1C3++3%P &,%4))3+4&6,< ?24, 

,4+-3+4&6 +*65, +& (-,2 +2* /*24%)* A3%P +&83.5, F*.& 36;)*C&1C3++3%PE (.&/4546; 3 &6*C,45*5 1&.%* +23+ %36 

3'()410 +2* '3;64+-5* &1 &,%4))3+4&6,E '-%2 )4P* (-,246; 3 (*.,&6 &6 3 ,846;< 
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Figure 2)  *eeper Strip Deployed into Flow 

IMP8ICATI<NS <F THE GATHERING EVIDENCE – T<RDUE ESTIMATES 

USING DESIGN CFD 

$o &uanti,y t.e tor&ue in,luence o, t.e 3eeper strip remnant7 t.e original design :FD solutions used in 

t.e ve.icle $>? si@ing analysis were re-examined. $.ese solutions were originally used to map t.e time 

.istory o, sur,ace .eating ,or t.e .eats.ield and EacFs.ell. $.is in,ormation was t.en used in material re-

sponse models to predict t.icFnesses o, ?GA-5#"J aElator ,or aeros.ell design. Kecause t.e :FD solutions 

contain detailed ,low,ield de,inition (Fig. M")7 t.ey can also Ee used to estimate t.e local aerodynamic ,orce 

at various locations. At t.e edge o, t.e .eats.ield7 most o, t.e ,low separates ,orming t.e a,terEody waFe 

s.ear Eoundary. A smaller amount o, t.e 

,low is entrained Eetween t.is .ig. s.ear 

@one and t.e .eats.ield sur,ace. A plot 

o, t.e ,low ,orces in t.is region as a 

,unction o, distance ,rom t.e .eats.ield 

sur,ace s.ows signi,icant ram pressure 

(Fig. MM). O.en t.is dynamic pressure is 

integrated across t.e widt. o, t.e strip7 

an average value t.at is 49R o, t.e stag-

nation results. Assuming a ,lap angle o, 

45 deg7 a proSected ,lap area o, "5T cm
M
 

is availaEle w.ic. produces as total ,orce 

o, 4M U. :onsidering t.e moment arm o, 

t.e radius o, t.e M.#5 m diameter .eat-

s.ield7 a tor&ue vector is developed wit. 

a magnitude o, 5# U-m and a clocF angle 

o, VW# deg (Fig. MW). $.is assessment is 

considered approximate7 since t.e strip 

,lap angle is estimated and t.e impact on 

t.e ,low o, t.e strip presence is not con-

sideredX .owever7 t.e estimate s.ould Ee 

in t.e EallparF.   

Figure 21  MER Flowfield Design Case 
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!""#$#%!&#'( *+#,*'-* . &/012* -/$3!0*"4 &*%*$*&05 +" 

(0/2', 

$%e 'agnitude and direction o2 t%e 3e%icle tor5ue esti'ated 2ro' inspection o2 t%e re'nant t%er'al 

strip on t%e sur2ace o2 8ars is s%o9n in Fig. 2=. >lso s%o9n on t%e sa'e plot is t%e independentl? deri3ed 

tor5ue 3ector deri3ed @? anal?Aing o@ser3ed 3e%icle 'otions 2ro' t%e tele'etr? data. $%e agree'ent in t%e 

direction is 5uite goodB t%e a3erage o2 t%e tele'etr?Cderi3ed tor5ue is 9it%in =0 deg o2 t%e %ard9areC

esti'ated direction. E2 noteF t%is directional agree'ent 'ig%t @e close to per2ectF i2 t%ere is anot%er Geeper 

strip re'nant under %eats%ield piece HII. $%e 'agnitude esti'ates o2 t%e t9o 3ectors di22er @? a larger 

a'ount. $%e 'agnitude o2 t%e sur2ace inspection esti'ate is in%erentl? large due to t%e assu'ption o2 2ull? 

deplo?ed Jeeper strip Kt%e constrained endpoints do not allo9 t%is L t%e actual %ard9are 9ould 2or' an arc 

s%aped scoop 9it% 'aMi'u' opening in t%e centerN. >lsoF t%e 2lo92ield esti'ates do not consider t%e in2luC

ence o2 t%e strip itsel2. $%usF it is not surprising t%at t%e tele'etr?Cderi3ed tor5ue is a@out O0P o2 t%at estiC

'ated 2ro' t%e re'nant %ard9are on 8ars. >ll in allF t%is co'parison is eMtre'el? good @et9een t%e t9o 

independent sources. $%e potential 2or 2lapping o2 t%e Geeper stripF as 9ell as t%e tele'etr? rate and 'easC

ure'ent uncertainties associated 9it% t%e processF 'aJe t%e detailed anal?sis o2 t%is p%eno'ena eMceedC

ingl? co'pleMF 9ell @e?ond t%e scope o2 t%e present paper. Q3en soF t%e results presented %ere are enoug% 

to con3ince t%e 8QR QSL co''unit? t%at t%e '?ster? o2 t%e UEpportunit?V entr? oscillations %as @een 

sol3ed. 

-/'-%2"#/' 

Wot% 8ars QMploration Ro3ers K8QRN eMperienced uneMpectedl? %ig% anglesCo2CattacJ during %?perC

sonic at'osp%eric entr?. $%ese angles 9ere cause 2or concern during traXector? reconstructionF 9%ile @eing 

co'pared to preCentr? data results. $%e neMt 8ars landerF t%e 200Y Z%oeniM proXectF carried t%is issue as a 

'aXor risJ ite'. $%is ite' 9as a signi2icant 2actor in t%e appro3al o2 t%e UEpportunit?V ro3er de3oting 

so'e o2 its 3alua@le science o@ser3ation ti'e in an inspection o2 its eMpended %eats%ield on t%e sur2ace o2 

8ars. >n inno3ati3e reClooJ at t%e 8QR tele'etr? 9as a@le to deri3e @od?C2iMed tor5ue 3alues t%at could 

not %a3e @een produced @? si'ple at'osp%eric interactions. [pon in3estigation into t%e reconstructed 'oC

'entsF uneMpected eMternal tor5ues 9ere o@ser3ed. $%e c%aracter o2 t%ese tor5ues indicated t%at t%e? 9ere 

a 2unction o2 angleCo2CattacJF @ut 9ere not s?''etric Kdisappearing on t%e one side o2 t%e oscillation c?C

cleN. $%e inCsitu inspection o2 t%e UEpportunit?V %eats%ieldF conducted in Sece'@er 200IF re3ealed t%e 

presence o2 a t%er'al @lanJet re'nant still attac%ed to t%e eMterior o2 t%e s%ield. \alculations o2 t%e aeroC

d?na'ic tor5ue t%at could @e produced @? suc% an o@Xect 'atc%ed reasona@l? 9ell 9it% t%ose deri3ed indeC

pendentl? 2ro' t%e tele'etr? data. $%usF a reasona@le rootCcause 2or t%e 8QR attitude ano'al? %as @een 

esta@lis%ed. $%is conclusion is good ne9s 2or t%e Z%oeniM landerF since its design %as no suc% eMternal 

@lanJetF and t%ere2oreF is not suscepti@le to t%e ano'al? descri@ed %ere. > suggestion is put 2ort% t%at a 

si'ilar e3ent occurred 2or t%e U]piritV entr? as 9ell. 

$%usF t%e 3er? 2irst onCsite UpostC'orte'V o2 a planetar? 'ission^s %eats%ield 9as conducted @? t%e 

ro3er UEpportunit?V and 3er? success2ull? identi2ied t%e pro@a@le cause o2 a 'aXor inC2lig%t ano'al? L a 

2irst_ `n a lessonsClearned senseF t%is episode also rein2orces t%e i'portance o2 s?ste' interactions. > deC

3ice t%at 9as intended 2or cruise t%er'al control 9as not 2ull? appreciated 2or its potential i'pact on entr?F 

descentF and landing KQSLN aerod?na'ics. >n assu'ption o2 ade5uate %eritage caused a signi2icant 2lig%t 

issue during t%e 8QR QSL p%ase. $%e 8ars Zat%2inder 'issionF 9%ic% used t%e sa'e designF 9as a 'uc% 

%otter entr? and pro@a@l? consu'ed t%e t%er'al @lanJet asse'@l? co'pletel?F 9ell @e2ore it could eMert 

large aero tor5ues. 8QRF @? co'parisonF 9as a signi2icantl? cooler entr? Ka@out %al2 t%at o2 Zat%2inderNF 

9%ic% resulted in longer @lanJet asse'@l? li2e. $%is eMperience reiterates t9o old lessonsa "N t%e necessit? 

o2 2ull co''unication @et9een 'utuall? a22ected groupsF and 2N care2ul inspection o2 t%e applica@ilit? o2 

%eritage designs.  
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